
FIVE STAR REVIEWS

jamie castillo
5 reviews

Brady and Travis are awesome!! Talked to several lenders 
and they are the one who helped me bought my first 
house!! They explained to me everything I should know 
about and keep me posted about the progress of my loan. 
They are the best!!

+15023279770

10602 Timberwood Cir Ste 3, 
Louisville, KY 40223, United 
States

brian@mortgagebrokermarketing.com

American Mortgage 
Solutions

Christian Arellano
3 reviews

Would definitely recommend Brady and his team!! They 
explained to me everything I should know about the 
process and never failed to update me from the start until 
we closed. Thank you so much!!

Alecia Evans
1 review

I loved working with Brady Webb's team at American 
Mortgage Solutions. They were available whenever I 
needed them, and they made the mortgage process go 
smooth.

Sandy Vertrees
3 reviews

Brady and Matt were fantastic.  They are very professional 
and very knowledgeable in what they do.  Our situation 
was a bit complicated but they kept us informed 
throughout the whole process.  I would definitely 
recommend them for your mortgage needs.

Edward Risinger
2 reviews

I have been using Brady and his team to purchase and 
refinance for many years now.  He consistently delivers on 
a thorough process, that overly delivers what you need.  He 
is up front, honest, and you can depend on his team to 
have your back.  It's not the easy purchases or refi's that 
tells the tale.  It's when you have difficulty, that their 
expertise and understanding of the business shines.  I 
would not hesitate to send him any friend or family 
member because  know they will be a professional team 
you can trust to get you the best deal.

Karen Lamb
2 reviews

Brady Webb and Matt were fantastic to work with! They 
were very patient with me, as my loan situation was 
complicated and took some time to finalize! Throughout 
the entire process Matt was with me all the way to explain 
my best coarse of action, and to get me the best interest 
rate. It took me about a year from start to finish, between 
looking for a home in my price range to rearranging the 
loan to suit my complicated circumstances! Can't thank 
them enough!

Laura McFate
Local Guide · 18 reviews

We spoke to many local mortgage brokers explaining our 
situation and Brady's team was the only one that said they 
could help us get a house. Matt in his office is AMAZING! 
He kept us posted on progress during the whole process. 
Even when we were waiting for our next step, he still 
checked in with us. Matt was very personable and you can 
tell he cares about his clients as individuals. He 
understood the challenges we had in the past and made 
us feel at ease that they would get the job done and they 
did! We closed on our house this week.😊

Thank you again Matt and Brady's team for everything!!

Robert Jarvis
3 reviews

The team at American mortgage solutions did an amazing 
job! They went above and beyond to get my family and I 
financed on our first home. I would recommend them to 
any one. Thank you so much to Brady and your team of 
experts!!!!!!!!

Jason Strattard
1 review

Working with Brady and his team at American Mortgage 
Solutions was a very positive experience. They were very 
professional and accommodating to my situation and 
worked to find ways to get me approved. I highly 
recommend working with Brady and his team.

Jeff McElroy
3 reviews

I'm very glad I chose AMS for my mortgage.  I was actually 
referred to them myself from someone who had used 
them a couple of years before.  My experience with them 
was great.  They answered all my questions, worked very 
hard to keep the process moving and got me a very good 
interest rate.  I would recommend them to anyone looking 
at buying a home.

Stephanie Clements
1 review

Brady and his team are detail oriented and work to make 
sure the realtor and client have the best experience. They 
help train realtors to be more effective and grow their 
business and they help homebuyers find the best 
programs and qualify for the best rates. Highly 
recommend

2muchBoost
1 review

Brady Webb and his team at American Mortgage Solutions 
provided excellent service through the entire loan process. 
They made getting a mortgage loan easy, and were very 
knowledgeable and professional.

les nichols
Local Guide · 6 reviews

Very professional to work with, did the paperwork a fast 
amount of time. I would recommend them to anyone, was 
very pleased with how was handled our.T to everybody in 
American Mortgage solution for your help it was a 
pleasure doing business with you, sincerely Les Nichols

Eiler Marketing
9 reviews

I have worked with Michael Cragwall (Mike) for a while 
now. I will say he is very understanding and has helped me 
learn a lot about Mortgages. I plan on purchasing a house 
soon and would highly recommend him if you are looking 
to purchase a home or needing financial help on a home.

Christian Penner
Local Guide · 71 reviews

Brady is the Best Mortgage Broker in Louisville. He has the 
best rates and easiest process to closing in Kentucky, so if 
you are looking for a Mortgage Broker that has access to 
just about any Mortgage loan you need to contact Brady 
Webb!

Finely Crafted Realty

Choosing a lender is an important step for any buyer in 
today's real estate market. You need a lender that will 
communicate well with all parties involved in the 
transaction, and keep things moving on schedule. Your 
lender can make all the difference in your deal going 
smoothly -- or not. The team at American Mortgage 
Solutions excels at this. Give them a call, you won't regret 
it.

Tyler Phillips
2 reviews

Brady and the AM team worked efficiently and effectively 
with my family and I to purchase our first home. Extremely 
professional group that I would recommend to anyone in 
the market for a home.Gregory Tolbert

5 reviews

The most professional and important decision  I hv ever 
made in my life. Brady Webb and his team Take the stress 
out of buying a home. Give them a try and I guarantee you 
will be as satisfied as I am .  THANKS TEAM BRADY YOU 
GUYS ARE THE BEST.  MR& MRS  TOLBERT

Trekkie Startrek
38 reviews

It was great working with David Olivarez at American 
Mortgage Solutions.David went above and beyond in 
guiding us through the entire process .He is fast, friendly 
and knowledgeable. Thanks again.Thomas Lindemann

5 reviews

Just closed on our first home - Matt was awesome and 
took a lot of the stress out of the equation. Also had some 
ideas that ended up saving us money and lowering our 
interest rate during the process. I highly recommend 
working with this team!

Nancy Pardue
2 reviews

The folks at American Mortgage Solutions were amazing! 
Very helpful and patient with all my questions. Very 
awesome home buying experience!

James Wright
5 reviews

Brady and his team went above and beyond to make sure 
my wife and I close on our home with no problems!

Lorie Coffin
Local Guide · 22 reviews

The most amazing team to work with! Thank you guys for 
everything. You have made our experience wonderful, fun 
and quick not to mention very professional. We will be 
definitely be recommending you guys to everyone we 
know.

Padam Poudyel
6 reviews

It's is the best company to work, very helpful and quality 
service. Eddie Douglas

5 reviews

Brady and his team are AWESOME. From intial contact, 
through close... JUST AWESOME!!!

THANK YOU TEAM!

Allie
2 reviews

all around awesome experience! great people who love 
what they do and make the whole process easier on you! 
two thumbs up, I'd recommend them to anyone!

Monique bachelor
3 reviews

They made my first home buy experience easy and 
seamless and always there for any question

Clarence Mccoy
2 reviews

Glad I got to do business with them help me every step of 
the way highly recommend them

Raed Kareem
2 reviews

It was nice time to work with you guys, friendly helpful and 
appreciate you for your help and I looking to work with you 
again

David Hittle - Realtor
Local Guide · 105 reviews

Always Happy to meet up with Greg Lapp

Janet Heston
3 reviews

Polite, knowledgeable,  and timely. They got the job done.

DeWayne Diehl
2 reviews

Very professional and courteous!

Stephaine
2 reviews

They helped me get a home loan and even assisted with 
resources to build my credit up. Then they helped me 
refinance as well. Highly recommend!

Marc Max
2 reviews

Brady Webb and his Team/American Mortgage Solutions 
are the best! Very professional, courteous and prompt. 
They go the extra mile to provide a smooth experience. No 
last minute surprises. No closing delays. The service is top 
notch! Awesome Service!

Marc Max
2 reviews

Brady Webb and his Team/American Mortgage Solutions 
are the best! Very professional, courteous and prompt. 
They go the extra mile to provide a smooth experience. No 
last minute surprises. No closing delays. The service is top 
notch! Awesome Service!
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